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Introduction 

In Chapter I of this paper, fundamental definitions in the 

theory of continued fractions are set forth. In Chapter II we give 

certain classical convergence theorems for continued fractions of 

various types. The results of Chapter III are original and sharpen a 

Mom convergence theorem due to height on and Wall, Ac toowledgment 

is due the efforts of Dr. Walter Leighton in directing the -writing of 

this thesis. 



Chapter I, Preliminary Piscusgicn 

(1.1) 
A terminating continued fraotion is an expression of the form 

__*/ — 
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(1*2) 

uher© the ©leaeBtss a^and b^ (k » 1# 2, ***, n) are real oreomplox 

numbers, Expressions (1.1) and(l,2) have the same meaning* but (1*2) 

is more commonly used* It is evident that a terminating continued 

fraotion is a rational lunation of,its elements, Sense we may write 

(l.S) $Tt -b 
A- f A t. 

t-,* X r IS,*. y 

where the A^ and represent polynomials in and b^- (k s i, E, as 

j “ 0, 1, ,»** a). The first few of these polynomials are defined as 

A„ * be* B» * 1* A, » b6b, + a,*■ B, * b, • By induction we may show 

that thereafter they obey the following recursion relations* 

(1,4) 
Ah'" A^-l "b Aft 

(k.** 2# S| •* » » B)^ 

Vh is 001101 tho k-*h of c«tinu0d fraction, and 

if 8^/ o* the value of (1*1) is A„/B*, 

A non-torminating continued fraotion is aa expression of 

the form 

U.S) 
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or, 

U.0) 
A > & 3, i 

f -rr “i?— • • * +■ 
Trt' fat 
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- /1 XTt 
where the elements and (It * 0, 1, 2, •••) are again real or com¬ 

plex numbers* Consider the sequence of approximates, 

(1.7) 4? ’ ' BZ ‘ ■■■ 
of this continued fraction* If the sequence (1.7) has a finite limit, 

b, w© say that (1*8) converges* and that its value is L. la deter- 

tolning thia limit oe agree to neglect any finite set of approximants 

(fe. ® 1* 2* #**, n) * 

for whioh 0* If the sequence of approximate fails to converge 

to a Unite limit, the continued fraction is said to diverge* It is 

dear that this ooours in particular if B* « 0 for Infinitely many 

values of k* If 

4t 

>co 3* 

exists, finite or infinite, it has been found convenient to say* 

"(1*5) converges at least in the cider sense*" 

Chapter .21* 

State Fundamental Convergence Theorems* 

It can be shorn without difficulty* that the sequence of 

approximate of the continued fraction (1*8) is precisely that of the 

continued fraction 

(8.1) l “Jl.lr* A¥k..L 
l +■ f +- / + 

provided b^/o |B* 1* 2, 8* •••)• In this regard, (2*1) and (1*5) 

are spoken of as equivalent continued fractions* Such continued frac¬ 

tions of the fona 

(2.2) JLt. - • • 0* 
/ + / V- 

*C. GWwH 



where the quantities b,# (k * 1, Z, ***, a) ara complex numbers 

havebeen the object of study of ussy writers* In psrtics&ir, the 

investigation of sufficient oauditions for the convergence of such 

typos has yielded interesting results, one of which we shall attempt 

to amplify in this paper* First we shall demonstrate a few of the 

"classical** convergence theorems* 

ffhsorom 2*1* (von Kooh) Let as denote the n°th approsim3nt 

numerator and denominator of the continued fraction 

4 f i~r ?^r 
* CO 

by ■&,. and B. respectively* If £ lb„ I ooaaverfeeg* 

SB ***•«£.■' * B & * 

and &o -de 4 * 1. 
In order to prove the theorem we first recall* the Euler- 

Hinding formula for B^in the particular case tdiero all partial 

numerators are 1* the relation is 

Every term of the right-hand member of this equation Is aterm of the 

p:ro(Iwfc t . \ 

Hence we may write 

f {if'IAl) (if’l't+l) 1
 (/+l&~*l) 

fhis relation my also be obtained from the repeated application of 

the recursion formula for B^* the product (1 * /£,/) converges if 

the sun jl /<£,/ converges, mad since this latter statement holds by 
# . CO 

hypothesis, we see that ^ / is bounded by 7/(If /£,/) * Accordingly, 

the series 

(2-l) Lt-K., , 1 4.-S.-, 
; J * 

* C.f. dWirK 
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converge absolutely* Since all {k * 1* 2* **♦) are 1, the recursion 

relation for becomes 

^✓H* ^ A/H-JL * 

It is clear by repeated use of this formula that 

- At> + ^ A, t A-i + • ** ^ ^/H j 

mad that 

~ ^ ^Jr^ A^ 't'Hs Afi. A ' " ^ A- A t«i+i 

Analogous formulas for and B^y- / may be obtained in this same 

manner* and the existence of each limit specified in the theorem be¬ 

comes evident from the absolute convergence of the series (2*1)* 

Further* w© recall that* 

A$M+t ~ A*''* + , ~ &• 

faking the limit of the left-hand member as n beecmea infinite «e obtain 

4(<0„ ~-/U 8, = l 
fho proof of the theorem is complete* 

Wo proceed mith the following result* 

Thcorm 2*2* (Pringcheira) If the elements of the continued 

fraotion 

(*•« .%% 

satisfy the inequality 

ia*sj |/«4 2 Au/f/ ; C*-* •>*>*>"-) > 
the continued fraotion converges* ■ 

fhe recursion relations (1*4) * sub j ect to the hypothesis, 

enable ns to urite 

\BMI 2- U-^HB^-,1- /<*.,/•) AW.-* / (i»2, 3, ...), 

Subtracting |B^_,/ from both sides of this inequality it is evident 

fUrfch&s*1;ta& x 

/&,/'/&•>-/ 2 (ll„\-l) 

* c. tffflurn. 
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Bepoated applicationof this relation to its cm ssoaibersr yield© 

ld„l- lsM.,t 2 (IU-i)(IL.I-t)-(IAl-tJJ 
OS’ 

(2,4} Z. I &+\-t ' " . 

Hern© the |3*J fora a monotone increasing sequence, and sine© * 1, 

they are all different ftm aero* This insures that v;© hare no 

aettaiiisloss appreodsanto* and that the n~th apprcscimanfc afill be exactly 

/\~i _ /)& 

B 
f- f A t A± ] y - - • y f^z-- — A^=J. I 

/^Q y /A ~ Ap U, j y _ _ . y. ~A*t -/ 

But it is eell-knosn that 

4 h-r A*-i3*- =(-•)*,**-**. 

Sens© 

2~ £°s' 2,2*. '✓M. 
Since wo ®ay now wit© 

CM) = i ^ /-V 4 
, .Ja-, 2U 

a sufficient condition that lis « L exist is that 
A* T**> 

I Al-/ 

2- — £'AtT> a~ = L ~-*eo / -A*w 

exist* But by (2*4) w© note that 

la.,Hi ■ ■ ■ a~! ± lB„l -/BM.,I ^ _[ __L_ . 

Further, 

| (itl ~ Isj) - JTl = 1 

(2*6) ULl W 

Sens© by the cessparison test (2.6) oomrorgos absolutely* 
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(2*7) 

Using fhoorem 2*2 vre oon demonstrate the following result, 

ffbooroffl 2*3* the continued fraction 

a.» # 
7> 7^ '■' 

■with-all. partial numerators different fromsero is oonvergont if the 

Inequalities.■ ; . 

<2,«) {/,/ 2 /4i/ 

/^>/ 2 /^n*' / ^ i. (n"2, 8, 4, 

aim satisfied, no tmm equality sifgas holding 

to jnrov® the ceavergeEse of (2.7) it is evidently sufficient 

to show that tho continued fraction 
d a. ^ > (2*0) A ^ ^ f” 4 /■ 

converges to a value different from sere* this trill he Jbh@ case pro¬ 

vided 

<2.10> //,/2 1 

(2.U) /&,/2 la^li- 1 (n» 2, 3, ...), 

the inequalities not existing aimltaneously* this my he shown rather 

simply, for under the preceding theorem, hypothesis (2*11) insures 

that 
I**- *i / ^ i 

%pothesis (2*10) insures this feat, throwing out the possibility of 

equality holding at the same time* Hon under our previous definition 

of equivalence* the continued fraction 

(2.12) C'4. 
e, -h 

is an equivalent fora of (2.7)* If the ®^(a * 1, 2, •••) are chosen 

so that 

(2.13) 
M/ 2 l , 

jt-K 4„j Z 4% ] fl (n »2, 3, ...), 



7. 
■shore at least one inequality appears „ then (2.12) and heme (2*7) 

will oomrergo. If we pick 

C**. - # / XHf-l ***%. •#"/ i^o 
l#i' 2#: »••) * 

suffioienfc conditions for the OGUVorgem© of (2*7) became 

<2*14) IK | 2 /4-J ^ 

/A/ - J I <n • 2, 3, #•*) ^ 

with tho equalities not oismlfcanaously in foroe* the proof le complete* 

If* m the other hand* we pick our /1,/^with p^ real 

and positive* wo obtain a new set of sufficient oomditioas for the 

convergence of (2*7) from. the inequalities (2*13)* They are 

(2»*6> Jl, Zl 
A'*'1 " f1*-' “A^ ^ ^ (n * 2* s* 4* *.*)* 

These two conditions obviously haply the following results 

Tb^^^2*4* fhe continued fraction (8*7) -ahom oltasentB 

are oosroleat gonbers is ooavargent if there ©gists a soqueio e of posi¬ 

tive naafoara oT * p^ f #' gash that the inequalities V; 

(2.16) fl, Z L 

I ** - I £ 
}&*-t (r^ ( fisi-i t (a « 2* S* 4* ***) 

are satisfied* no tee equality eigne holding simultaneously* 

If we take particular sequences of p*a# we obtain corres¬ 

ponding sufficient conditions for convergence* Prin^heim has given 

several sots of such conditions obtained in this manner* Two of these 

are found most valuable in subsequent considerations and ar© given in 

the following statement* 



8. 
Theorem 2*5* Either of the tree follogriag conditions is 

sufficient for the ooavorgenoe of (2*7)* 

Wt 

_L 
f (a«8). 

(a * 2)* 

1® note that by picking for the sequence of p's those given by 

JA - t± 
T""- *+1 

the sufficient condition (2*18) is obtained* Choosing 

-fL^ 2* S# *• *) * 

’©© got eondition (2*17)* Although contained in ths previous condi¬ 

tion, this is given because of its later importance* 

Hear if the eosbianod fraction has the form 

(2*19) p aj_. ao. 
'*r6r t -b / b J 

condition (2*17) of the previous theorem becomes 

(2*20) ^ ” y- (a ® 1* 2| 3* •••)• 

this result is originally due to Worpitsky** 

1?o shall, m give fan fleet*© general convergence criterion. 

theorem 2*6* If 

A = 
store- 

_JL+£ i e, ■£ 
9- 

« 0, 1* 2* 8* *.*) are sere* the sequence of 

odd approotimsmto of the continued fraction 

(2.2X) ' ■ ■ 

has a finite limit* as does the sequence of even approsiraants* 

•c.f. Autt:*UiMt. 
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Van Vis ok* s original proof of this thsorosi is soraorfoat 

longer than the following on© due to Jenson#* WQ recall that 

(%«a) 3u ~ Jr+ £»-, *“ Cu-tyj 
#1 or© 5^ represents the donoialjmtor of the l£»th approarimant of (2.21). 

Multiplying through by , the conjugate of the oomplex jamabor _, . 

~w© obtain 

(2.2s) B* B*-) - | B*-,I i~ B»~, fV - i)» 

Subject to the substitutions 

(2.24) A = / (C#L + AA^$+ ) - ^ t/' ^ ^ - 1), 

im® - 6V ±A T„ j - <r»-AZr^ 
equation (2,22) yields 

(2.26) (TV - /£*., / * y'C/T*-, <^si)» 

when real parts are equated* Sinoe CTe » 0. equation (2.26) implies 

that 

(2.27) (TK= /5./V A/-B»/^ •' ' + /#« 
lot b^*, be tho first non-zero member of the sequence 

h, * b3 . bj- * • » . * 

Sines the b v ( * 1# 2# 3# ) are not pure istaginaries % hypothesis. 

will be the first non-zero aeaiber of the sequence 

fl* > i fis ' 
It follows from (2.22) that 

<**»>■. B,. = ■£,;= JB. = ••'• = = 

(S-?« Z,= 0; 

fhis farther indicates that /3 j.^v + , j / o, while 

/3w / J5w-» } 0 ( 1). Heaoo (2.27) indies 
r l Bo-^t 1^-/5^^, i=o > 

(Jt* ~ 0 ( ^ y- / J ^ 

A/ J 

(2. SO) 

* C.jf. tfVvtsh. 
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By hypothesis 

W * -5F , 
house, 

<2.S1) /3vc - l&+l(L<rL e» 

asset 

<2*se) /d = /.^* /^n & - A* I - JL 

where TO define 

ifi:ta& if -£>* 

Further, TO notice that 

(2,33) / - j/S * +A K»I ■- + If*I ~ • 

thus the /V are either positive or are aero* It thereforo follows 

from (2*30) that (f ^+, is positive* Heme hy (2,26) it is clear 

that (Ty, is monotone increasing with increasing U' , and we may write 

<*•**> <f„ > cr„., 2 (T^,., >o 
According to (2*25) , 3v.t / 0 for » and frost the 

2a-th on, TO are assured no meaningless approximants. so, recalling 

the r/all-tcaorm fundamental relation 

~ A A -/ 

| SA*/ 5A -/ 

^ 4, A9.'"AA& 

BAi-t £%-/ 
&tl (A a 1, 2, 3, 

TO deduce the following sequence of relations for the continued frac¬ 

tion (2,21)i 

A*+i_ _ «_ ^*»i ^ (jtA) $*+i 
BlA + t B*~i -5*+/ I^IA+I j 

A (itA) /$„+, l Br j * 

jB»t/ 23* / * /23* j 

^ jit A) ~ 
{/* + ! J • j (f+ tA Z+f 

). 
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h Mt i 0*~k) ((Tot,- f. J 

(2.35) 

/ _ A *->. j 
i B»-i I {FH + I 

- h* *) tfc ' tt,) j 

Hence it is evident that 

h*. - A 
* 

and that 

Ai*+1 __ A 

I §^j ~~k)> 

I 3 k++i fc7 - ^Ct - -tu)- 
By (2* 34) it is clear that right hand member is the general term of a 

convergent series. Therefore lim tv<+ i 

one can shoe-that lim A g>> /B^ exists* The proof of the theorem 

Is complete. 

Cost inning from this result, Van Vleek obtained the foliar- 

ing criterion. 

Theorem 2,7, Assuming the hypotheses of the previous theorem, 

the continued fraction (2,21) converges if and only If ^/diverges. 

It is sufficient to show that 

A  = 
*—i»a> 

A iuvv =M% -3^ 
»-*«> £>±*4., *—+a> '#■* t/ -4-SXV- 

That is, w® need only show that the difference 

I _ AJ.IA I 
I && *» •#• / /3a. t* / 

may bo made arbitrarily small for *• sufficiently largo. Since all 

partial, numerat ors of (2.21) are 1, and sinoo 

Is* d*„i = I B. y,.. /, 
we have 

or 

IA-.AZLI - /—L  I r T—U  /8- 2„-, / / /AA.-.J 

— A*-1 I —  /  ✓  l A lA 

3U. 1 j 1<T+U ^/ 
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In (2.34) the monotone increasing character of the was displayed* 

It resains only to show that GU becomes infinite as * increases without 

bound* this can ba seen after we establish a lower bound for <v « 

We note that 

BM-, 3^,+IA A=o 

A*-/ ¥3A _ ^ 

A tit 

✓»/ r*A_ 

Frara(2*35) we may writ© this inequality m 

<0 ^ \ 

I ^ 4^^-1 £ M a4 fe> " &W-* I 25*-, A iV, *A.A I A 

or finally * 

(2.37) | 4^ - iuvv | f- 
25* .| ^ Av» W 1 2 2/H#/). 

Recalling relations (2*22). (2* 23), and (2*23) we may verify the 

following statements* 

I B* 1^1 K £«., + £»-9- I 4 ' « ! K B*-I ! 
l~^J /"11 **-!> 

1 ^ I y. J-A./ l-B*-l /_ 
B»-»| ' /<r*.,-v<r,.,/ 

It follows in order from the inequalities set up in the last theorem 

^ I.*, j i 1+ r i t 

- 1 r ^ " 1 

z it jp*h.fa-<£.,). 

/'&**// 



If tre define the symbol <?by the relation 

we have 

fe|41 ,c(<r-- <r«-j■ 
.Siroe 

/*-<*< *“• 
we may further -write 

I _DJA_ J ^ JJ 

Or * 

13.1 £ 

Repeated application of this inequality to its cron right-hand member 

until the subscript of S in the right-hand member is 2n t i or 2n + 3 

readily yields 

* /B>.„1 

in any event, siros 3^=1 J * 

TO tew 

J&/ ± O+I^.l) JLe<r' 
We oan sso directly that this inequality also holds for - 2n 1* 

How w© have 

= I (T? f/ Tv j ? <T^ ^2. ^) 
— ^}M+! ^ ^ 9-^.i-t j 

Z lA«+tl 
{ft'A ) 
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HQBQQ 

|R / P» d y I h/^+t I t JL 

'""-'I" 174“ ’ W\ »*. ITl 
~~G 0~vK 

/*• /^jut*// 

Squaring bcfch aides of this inequality still preserves the order, and 

Multiplying this through ty > 0 we have 

, , a- ' ■ J / I *- - -3-&<T* 

But 

T^T~ Q* I 

(f+ ” (?*-/ *" / 33*-/j . 

Sense 

Therefore 

> /*>/ . UaaT 
("*) W >/^„!T J 

OT 

£6- £77^ i9"- i9-- 2 ^ /^/,e 

where g is defined by the relation 

f " OMJY' 
Dividing through by 0* we obtain 

(AL+pOii~ +- 3L&(Ty, ^ 
✓v / ^ / J 

or 

^ (Tv- 

/ 2. 

( *• jfit 2tt+ 1)# 

-b & & GV 1/7 1 

l + J ft*/. 



IS, 

But since <Tn p* , we hare 

(kGH) (J^^t 
X'-’-''* > /■"T,JV*"f. frlhl 

which implies 

J 

JL^ + I i 2n + 1), 

Taking logarithms of both sides and substituting actual expressions 

:fm ' and % we hems 

* > twfycx hi»knar*^Jt' 

. S 2a + 1). 

\ •, i* .. 

Biiice //-./becomes infinite as becomes infinite,,, the entire 

right-hand member of {2*58) can be made as large as we please by choos¬ 

ing ^ large enough* The same can be said of (fo , and thus the proof 

■-|&ii<mg>li(te* 
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Chapter III. Sew Convergence Criterions 

Loti IJT„ ( IA * 0# 1, 2, ..,) represent the <A «th approxi¬ 

mate of the continued fraction 

(3.1) 
/ + JUk ... 

/ #■ /> 

and let A* ( v- * 0, 1, 2, ...) represent the v -thapproxiraant of 

A *■ i *■ 
AJL. 
/ *■ 

heighten and Wall showed that if 

a.) ** -(/f (n * 2. 3, 4, ...), 
A j./vi 

^ f ^ 2# S| 4* t#i)i 

O.) l+xtJ oCj.- — ^ 
hold then 

(3.4) 

and 

(3.5) 

A 9-/H __ 

-^A/vv T 
-4-+ / 

A ±~\+t _ . 

(n *■ lj 2, 3. ...)j 

fhey used this result to show that the conditions 

j i [ f J 

(3.6) | ,j(| ^ (n ® 2, 3. 4# ...)^ 

l*+l * 5 > 

are sufficient for the convergence of (3.2). these conditions are 

based upon the Worpitstcy convergence criterion, which was given in 

Chapter II. Since that time Scott and Wall* have shown that a continued 

fraction of the form (3.1) converges if all partial numerators are 

bounded and lie within or upon the parabola 

|2/ - <Hfe> . 

e J- jUtdtt WaM ft. 
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It is the object of this chapter to use this later result in connection 

with relations (3.3) to obtain an improvement over the conditions (3*6). 

We state the following result* 

Theorem 3* 1* Sufficient conditions that the continued frac¬ 

tion (3*2) converge are that / ( £ •£ > and that the numbers 

oU* = 

lie in a region S defined by the relations 

1) /V/H > ¥1 1 ~ m *■ :0*ZV-4>), 

ii) > J-S 
f 

iii) /V/H- ¥[ 
where o[e ^ ^ • 

It is evident that when (3*4) and (3*5) hold* the continued 

fractions (3*1) and (3*2) converge or diverge together. Therefore, 

to prove the theorem it will be sufficient to show that the hypotheses 

cause all %„ ( |A * 1, 2, 3, ..*) given’by the relations 

(3.8) 
-y • 0 ib <**/*-/ J (it 

(n * 2* 3* | 

(3.9) * 2| 4|* •#) | 

4-3*10) 

to be bounded and lie in or on the parabola 

(3.11) / 2- / - (ft (%) - A * 

By (3.9) it is olear that all XS.A\(a * 1* 2* 3, ••*) will lie in 

some bounded region E belonging to (3*11) * It remains to prove the 

same for the ^^.^(n - 1, 2, 3, . ..)• delation (3*8) indicates that 

we my write 

(3.12) = ■■ ffWtl. (n = 2, 3, 4, ...), 
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where the (/^ 
0X0

 oomplex numbers lying within a region bounded 

by the curves* 

£ - / */ x. tA0(o 

(5.13) 1*1 - Va 

1*1 ~ 
13. te> 

let us write 

**K 
- A * ^ 

t +1 3-*i +1 ^ 

(U ® 3| ;2| l**)| 

(a • 2j 3| . ..). 

We observe that 

(S.l# _ A i^\ + ! 

A 0--UV 9-/K J 

and it is dear that 
^ /v>l#4r A**,*, 

/I'hyC^x 
We shall first prove that if ii) holds. lies in B, 

She inequality ii) and the fact that 

(3.15) n 
/ L-$./v\+ f 

together imply that 

z JO. 
~ U (~*U * - °^«) * 

A £■ 
/vL-a./jv "" y- ~ ~ Tr + 9-ti6 )» 

this, in tuna, says that x i/VV lies within 5. 

further, conditions (5.15) and i). eub^xst to (5*14), imply 

that ^ 

(3-I6) At*. - ~Tm^Z7T77T (-’riaj^z •(„)j ->-k i£/ _ Ctife^j- 4$ 

from which it follows a priori that 

- TT~7n (-* < - ue) 3-j^f - Onfat„+'<o)j 
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or 

A LO^ 

Since,, 

*[j- IcnC-e^- +*)] 

CtfL('&3.~~ <Le) ~ C€L(~&)^+~ LM 

. we may wite 

, I  
(sa?) Ag.^ - ^l^ccth)^ i- ir- ). 

It is easily shown that 

, _ _/  sA'fi 
3-fj- 6n/3j 

if £ is any point on the parabola (3.11). fence the inequalities (3*17) 

imply that a lies within or on the parabola. But it is Clear from 

(3.16) that 
I 

At * 9"* *■[(- CnJ-t] 

and since 

we have 

CflJc ^ Cfil 

<- cL, & ), 

(- ~ tOg„( e o(c ), 

A 
~ (-4 - ^ - Ue ). 

fence condition i) implies that lie in R. By symmetry, it is 

evident that condition iii) also insures this fact, the proof of the 

theorem is complete. 

A precisely similar proof yields the following result. 

theorem 3.3. Sufficient conditions that the continued frac¬ 

tion (3.2) converge are that /f */i£ -L and that the numbers 

<t*~ = A~ 

lie in a region $ defiled by the relations 



2C. 

>
 

* IV
 K( /f aaf/i^J jj ~1*t (e^ + Jtjj 

(3*18) ii) /U Z fCn-Mt/i*) 

iii) A- ^ p//f Cn ol6)J t jr+d6± j-7r) 

where d 0 -Q^Ojxt /i 

■In conclusion it is interesting to note the following criterion. 

J&eorem 3*3. If I dg.^4, f £ /i £ £ * and 

M*~/ ^ } 

the continued fraction (3*2) converges* 

The proof of this theorem is an immediate consequence of 

Theorem3.2* 
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